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We present the first results for masses of spin-3
2 N andD baryons in lattice QCD using fat-link irrelevant

clover fermions. Spin-32 interpolating fields, providing overlap with both spin-3
2 and spin-12 states, are consid-

ered. In the isospin-1
2 sector we observe, after appropriate spin and parity projection, a strong signal for the

JP5
3
2

2 state together with a weak but discernible signal for the3
2

1 state with a mass splitting near that
observed experimentally. We also find good agreement between the1

2
6 masses and earlier nucleon mass

simulations with the standard spin-1
2 interpolating field. For the isospin-3

2 D states, clear mass splittings are
observed between the various1

2
6 and 3

2
6 channels, with the calculated level orderings in good agreement with

those observed empirically.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.68.054506 PACS number~s!: 12.38.Gc, 12.38.Aw, 14.20.Gk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The level orderings in the baryon spectrum and m
splittings between excited baryon multiplets provide imp
tant clues to the underlying dynamics governing interqu
forces and the relevant effective degrees of freedom at
energy@1#. Considerable insight into these and other pro
lems of spectroscopy has been gained from QCD-insp
phenomenological models; however, many fundame
questions about the origins of the empirical spectrum rem
controversial@2#.

The resolution of some of these issues may only be p
sible with the help of calculations of the spectrum in latti
QCD—currently the only first-principles method able to d
termine hadron properties directly from the fundamen
quark and gluon theory. Recent advances in computatio
capabilities and more efficient algorithms have enabled
first dedicated lattice QCD simulations of the excited sta
of the nucleon to be undertaken@3–10#. Lattice studies of
excited hadrons are possible because at the current unp
cally large quark masses and finite volumes used in the si
lations, most excited states are stable. Contact with exp
ment can be made via extrapolations incorporating
nonanalytic behavior of chiral effective field theory@11#.
These studies are timely as they complement the first res
from the high precision measurements of theN* spectrum at
Jefferson Lab@12#.

In a recent paper@9# we presented the first results for th
excited nucleon and spin-1

2 hyperon spectra using the fat-lin
irrelevant clover ~FLIC! quark action @13# with an
O(a2)-improved gluon action. The FLIC action minimize
the effect of renormalization of action improvement term
and displays excellent scaling properties@13#. Clear mass
splittings are observed forJP5 1

2
1 and 1

2
2 states, as well as
0556-2821/2003/68~5!/054506~8!/$20.00 68 0545
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evidence for the sensitivity to hyperfine splittings of od
parity states for different interpolating fields used. On t
other hand, no evidence is seen for overlap of three-qu
interpolating fields with the Roper-like resonances or
lowest-lying odd-parity SU~3! singlet state, theL(1405). In
this paper we extend the analysis of Ref.@9# to the spin-32
sector, and present first results using the FLIC action, in b
the isospin-12 and -32 channels.

Mass splittings between states within SU~3! quark-model
multiplets provide another important motivation for studyin
higher spin baryons. Understanding the mass splitting

tween theN 1
2

2(1535) andN 3
2

2(1520), for instance, or be

tween theD 1
2

2(1620) andD 3
2

2(1700), can help identify the
important mechanisms associated with the hyperfine inte
tions, or shed light on the spin-orbit force, which has bee
central mystery in spectroscopy@14#. In valence quark mod-

els, the degeneracy between theN 1
2

2 andN 3
2

2 can be bro-
ken by a tensor force associated with mixing between theN2

andN4 representations of SU~3! @2#, although this generally

leaves theN 3
2

2 at a higher energy than theN 1
2

2. On the

other hand, a spin-orbit force is necessary to split theD 3
2

2

and D 1
2

2 states. In the Goldstone boson exchange mo
@15#, both of these pairs of states are degenerate. Mo
independent analyses in the largeNc limit have found that
these mass splittings receive important contributions fr
operators that do not have a simple quark model interpr
tion @16#, such as those simultaneously coupling spin, isos
and orbital angular momentum. Of course, the coefficients
the various operators in such an analysis must be determ
phenomenologically and guidance from lattice QCD
essential.

Our lattice simulations are performed on the Orion co
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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ZANOTTI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 68, 054506 ~2003!
puter cluster dedicated to lattice QCD at the Center for
Subatomic Structure of Matter~CSSM!, University of Ade-
laide. In the isospin-32 sector, after applying suitable parit

and spin projections, we present the first results for theD 1
2

1

andD 1
2

2 states, as well as theD 3
2

2. Our results for theD 3
2

1

are also in good agreement with earlier simulations@17#. A
significant advance of this work is the observation of a d

cernible signal for theD 1
2

6 state, which yielded a weak sig
nal in earlier simulations@6#. The lowest excitation of the

ground state, namely theD 1
2

2, is found to have a mas

;350–400 MeV above theD 3
2

1, with the D 3
2

2 slightly

heavier. TheD 1
2

1 state is found to lie;100–200 MeV
above these, although the signal becomes weak at sm
quark masses. This level ordering is consistent with that
served in the empirical mass spectrum.

In the spin-32 nucleon sector, there is good agreement
the spin-projected1

2
1 and 1

2
2 states with earlier nucleon

mass calculations@9# using the standard spin-1
2 nucleon in-

terpolating field. Furthermore, we find a good signal for t

N 3
2

6 states, with a mass difference of;300 MeV between

the spin-32 parity partners. TheN 1
2

2 andN 3
2

2 states are ap
proximately degenerate as observed experimentally.

In Sec. II we outline the basic elements of formulati
spin-32 baryons on the lattice, including the choice of inte
polating fields and projection operators. A brief prelimina
report of states using the formalism developed and prese
here appeared in Ref.@18#. These results also supersede p
liminary results reported in Refs.@19,20#. In Sec. III, our
results using the FLIC action on a large lattice volume a
fine lattice spacing represent the first quantitative analysi
these states. The conclusion and remarks about future w
are contained in Sec. IV.

II. SPIN-3Õ2 BARYONS ON THE LATTICE

A. Spin-3Õ2 interpolating fields and two-point functions

In this section the essential elements for a lattice calc
tion of spin-32 baryon properties are presented. The mass
spin-32 baryon on the lattice is obtained from the two-po
correlation functionGmn @17#,

Gmn~ t,pW ;G!5trsp$GGmn~ t,pW !%, ~1!

where

G mn
ab~ t,pW !5(

xW
e2 ipW •xW^0uT„xm

a~x!x̄n
b~0!…u0&, ~2!

where xm
a is a spin-32 interpolating field,G is a matrix in

Dirac space witha,b Dirac indices, andm,n Lorentz indi-
ces.

In this analysis we consider the following interpolatin
field operator for the isospin-1

2 , spin-32 , positive parity
~charge11) state@21#:

xm
N5eabc

„uTa~x!Cg5gndb~x!…S gmn2
1

4
gmgnDg5uc~x!.

~3!
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All discussions of interpolating fields are carried out usi
the Dirac representation of theg matricies. This exact
isospin-12 interpolating field has overlap with both spin-3

2 and
spin-12 states and with states of both parities. The result
correlation function will thus require both spin and pari
projection. The quark field operatorsu andd act at Euclidean
space-time pointx, C is the charge conjugation matrix,a,b
and c are color labels, and the superscriptT denotes the
transpose. The charge neutral interpolating field is obtai
by interchangingu↔d. This interpolating field transforms a
a Rarita-Schwinger operator under parity transformatio
That is, if the quark field operators transform as

Pu~x!P †51g0u~ x̃!,

wherex̃5(x0 ,2xW ), and similarly ford(x), then

Pxm
N~x!P †51g0xm

N~ x̃!,

and similarly for the Rarita-Schwinger operator

Pum~x!P †51g0um~ x̃!, ~4!

which will be discussed later.
The computational cost of evaluating each of the Lore

combinations in Eq.~3! is relatively high—about 100 times
that for the ground state nucleon@4#. Consequently, in orde
to maximize statistics in our analysis we consider only
leading term proportional togmn in the interpolating field,

xm
N→eabc

„uTa~x!Cg5gmdb~x!…g5uc~x!. ~5!

This is sufficient since we will in either case need to perfo
a spin-32 projection.

In order to show that the interpolating field defined in E
~5! has isospin-12 , we first consider the standard proton inte
polating field,

xp5eabc~uTaCg5db!uc, ~6!

which we know to have isospin-1
2 . Applying the isospin rais-

ing operatorI 1 on xp, one finds

I 1xp5eabc~uTaCg5ub!uc

5eabc~uTaCg5ub!Tuc

52eabc~uTaCg5ub!uc

50.

Similarly, for the interpolating field defined in Eq.~5!, one
has

I 1xm
N5eabc~uTaCg5gmub!g5uc

5eabc~uTaCg5gmub!Tg5uc

52eabc~uTaCg5gmub!g5uc

50,
6-2
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where we have used the representation independent iden
CgmC2152gm

T , Cg5C215g5
T and the identities which

hold in the Dirac representationCT5C†5C2152C with
C5 ig2g0 andg5

T5g5.

We note thatx̄m
N corresponding toxm

N in Eq. ~5! is

x̄m
N5eabcūag5~ d̄bgmg5CūcT!, ~7!

so that

xm
Nx̄n

N5eabcea8b8c8~ua
Ta@Cg5gm#abdb

b !g5ug
c ūg8

c8g5

3~ d̄b8
b8 @gng5C#b8a8ūa8

Ta8!

→g5Sug5Tr@g5Sug5~CgmSdgnC!T#

1g5Sug5~CgmSdgnC!Tg5Sug5 , ~8!

where the last two lines are the result achieved after do
the Grassman integration over the quark fields with the qu
fields being replaced by all possible pairwise contraction

In deriving the D interpolating fields, it is simplest to
begin with the state containing only valenceu quarks,
namely theD11. The interpolating field for theD11 reso-
nance is given by@21#,

xm
D11

~x!5eabc
„uTa~x!Cgmub~x!…uc~x!, ~9!

which also transforms as a pseudovector under parity.
interpolating field for aD1 state can be similarly constructe
@17#,

xm
D1

~x!5
1

A3
eabc@2„uTa~x!Cgmdb~x!…uc~x!

1„uTa~x!Cgmub~x!…dc~x!#. ~10!

Interpolating fields for other decuplet baryons are obtain
by appropriate substitutions ofu, d→u, d or s fields.

To project a pure spin-3
2 state from the correlation func

tion Gmn , one needs to use an appropriate spin-3
2 projection

operator@22#,

Pmn
3/2~p!5gmn2

1

3
gmgn2

1

3p2~g•pgmpn1pmgng•p!.

~11!

The corresponding spin-1
2 state can be projected by applyin

the projection operator

Pmn
1/25gmn2Pmn

3/2 . ~12!

To use this operator and retain all Lorentz components,
must calculate the full 434 matrix in Dirac and Lorentz
space. However, to extract a mass, only one pair of Lore
indices is needed, reducing the amount of calculations
quired by a factor of four. We calculate the third row of th
Lorentz matrix and use the projection
05450
ies

g
rk

e

d

e
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G33
s 5 (

m,n51

4

G3mgmnPn3
s , ~13!

to extract the desired spin states,s5 1
2 or 3

2 . Following spin
projection, the resulting correlation function,G33

s , still con-
tains positive and negative parity states.

B. Baryon level

The interpolating field operators defined in Eqs.~3! and
~5! have overlap with both spin-3

2 and spin-12 states with
positive and negative parity. The fieldxm transforms as a
pseudovector under parity, as does the Rarita-Schwin
spinor, um . Thus the overlap ofxm with baryons can be
expressed as

^0uxmuN3/21~p,s!&5l3/21AM3/21

E3/21

um~p,s!, ~14a!

^0uxmuN3/22~p,s!&5l3/22AM3/22

E3/22

g5um~p,s!,

~14b!

^0uxmuN1/21~p,s!&5~a1/21pm1b1/21gm!

3AM1/21

E1/21

g5u~p,s!, ~14c!

^0uxmuN1/22~p,s!&5~a1/22pm1b1/22gm!

3AM1/22

E1/22

u~p,s!, ~14d!

where the factorslB ,aB ,bB denote the coupling strength
of the interpolating fieldxm to the baryon B and EB

5ApW 21MB
2 is the energy. For the expressions in Eqs.~14c!

and~14d!, we note that the spatial components of moment
pi transform as a vector under parity and commute withg0,
whereas theg i do not change sign under parity but anticom
mute with g0. Hence the right-hand side of Eq.~14c! also
transforms as a pseudovector under parity in accord w
xm .

Similar expressions can also be written forx̄m ,

^N3/21~p,s!ux̄mu0&5l3/21* AM3/21

E3/21

ūm~p,s!, ~15a!

^N3/22~p,s!ux̄mu0&52l3/22* AM3/22

E3/22

ūm~p,s!g5 ,

~15b!

^N1/21~p,s!ux̄mu0&52AM1/21

E1/21

ū~p,s!

3g5~a1/21* pm1b1/21* gm!, ~15c!
6-3
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^N1/22~p,s!ux̄mu0&5AM1/22

E1/22

ū~p,s!

3~a1/22* pm1b1/22* gm!. ~15d!

Note that we are assuming identical sinks and source
these equations. In our calculations we use a smeared so
and a point sink in which casel* , a* andb* are no longer
complex conjugates ofl, a andb and are instead replace
by l̄, ā and b̄.

We are now in a position to find the form of Eq.~2! after
we insert a complete set of intermediate states$uB(p,s)&%.
The contribution to Eq.~2! from each intermediate state co
sidered is given by

^0uxmuN3/21~p,s!&^N3/21~p,s!ux̄nu0&

51l3/21l̄3/21

M3/21

E3/21

um~p,s!ūn~p,s!

52l3/21l̄3/21

M3/21

E3/21

~g•p1M3/21!

2M3/21

3H gmn2
1

3
gmgn2

2pmpn

3M3/21
2 1

pmgn2pngm

3M3/21
J ,

^0uxmuN3/22~p,s!&^N3/22~p,s!ux̄nu0&

52l3/22l̄3/22

M3/22

E3/22

g5um~p,s!ūn~p,s!g5

52l3/22l̄3/22

M3/22

E3/22

~g•p2M3/22!

2M3/22

3H gmn2
1

3
gmgn2

2pmpn

3M3/22
2 2

pmgn2pngm

3M3/22
J ,

^0uxmuN1/21~p,s!&^N1/21~p,s!ux̄nu0&

52
M1/21

E1/21

~a1/21pm1b1/21gm!g5

g•p1M1/21

2M1/21

3g5~ ā1/21pn1b̄1/21gn!,

^0uxmuN1/22~p,s!&^N1/22~p,s!ux̄nu0&

5
M1/22

E2/21

~a1/22pm1b1/22gm!
g•p1M1/22

2M1/22

3~ ā1/22pn1b̄1/22gn!.

To reduce computational expense, we consider the spe
case whenm5n53 and in order to extract masses we r
quire pW 5(0,0,0). In this case we have the simple expr
sions
05450
in
rce

fic
-
-

^0ux3uN3/21~p,s!&^N3/21~p,s!ux̄3u0&

5l3/21l̄3/21

2

3 S g0M3/211M3/21

2M3/21
D , ~16a!

^0ux3uN3/22~p,s!&^N3/22~p,s!ux̄3u0&

5l3/22l̄3/22

2

3 S g0M3/222M3/22

2M3/22
D , ~16b!

^0ux3uN1/21~p,s!&^N1/21~p,s!ux̄3u0&

52b1/21b̄1/21g3g5

g0M1/211M1/21

2M1/21

g5g3

51b1/21b̄1/21

g0M1/211M1/21

2M1/21

, ~16c!

^0ux3uN1/22~p,s!&^N1/22~p,s!ux̄3u0&

5b1/22b̄1/22g3

g0M1/221M1/22

2M1/22

g3

51b1/22b̄1/22

g0M1/222M1/22

2M1/22

. ~16d!

Therefore, in an analogous procedure to that used in Ref.@9#,
where a fixed boundary condition is used in the time dir
tion, positive and negative parity states are obtained by
ing the trace of the spin-projected correlation function,G33

s ,
in Eq. ~13! with the operatorG5G6 ,

G33
s65trsp$G

6G33
s %, ~17!

where

G65
1

2
~16g4!. ~18!

The positive parity states propagate in the~1,1! and ~2,2!
elements of the Dirac matrix, while negative parity sta
propagate in the~3,3! and~4,4! elements for both spin-1

2 and
spin-32 projected states. A similar treatment has been car
out for theD interpolating fields but is not reproduced he
for brevity.

We use an improved unbiased estimator obtained by s
ming bothU andU* configurations which occur with equa
weight. From the discussion given in Sec. V A of Ref.@9#,
Gmn

s6 is purely real ifm andn are both spatial indicies or bot
temporal indicies, otherwiseGmn

s6 is purely imaginary.

III. RESULTS

The analysis is based on a sample of 392 configuratio
For the gauge fields, a mean-field improved plaquette p
rectangle action is used. The simulations are performed o
163332 lattice atb54.60, which corresponds to a lattic
6-4
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spacing ofa50.122(2) fm set by a string tension analys
incorporating the lattice Coulomb potential@23# with As
5440 MeV. For the quark fields, a fat-link irrelevant clov
~FLIC! @13# action is implemented. The use of fat links@24#
in the irrelevant operators of the fermion action removes
need to fine tune the clover coefficient to removeO(a) arti-
facts. The use of fat links also allows us to employ a hig
improved definition ofFmn @13,25# leaving errors ofO(a6)
and where errors ofO(g2) are suppressed via fat links
Mean-field improvement of the tree-level clover coefficie
with fat links represents a small correction and proves to
adequate@13#.

The fattening, or smearing of the lattice links with the
nearest neighbors, reduces the problem of exceptional
figurations, and minimizes the effect of renormalization
the action improvement terms. By smearing only the irr
evant, higher dimensional terms in the action, and leav
the relevant dimension-four operators untouched, we re
short distance quark and gluon interactions at the scale o
cutoff. Simulations are performed withn54 smearing
sweeps and a smearing fractiona50.7 @13#.

A fixed boundary condition in the time direction is use
for the fermions by settingUt(xW ,Nt)50 ; xW in the hopping
terms of the fermion action, with periodic boundary con
tions imposed in the spatial directions. Gauge-invari
Gaussian smearing@26# in the spatial dimensions is applie
at the source to increase the overlap of the interpolating
erators with the ground states. The source-smearing t
nique @26# starts with a point source,

c0a
a ~xW ,t !5dacdagdxW ,xW0

d t,t0
~19!

for source colorc, Dirac g, position xW05(1,1,1) and time
t053 and proceeds via the iterative scheme,

c i~xW ,t !5(
xW8

F~xW ,xW8!c i 21~xW8,t !,

where

F~xW ,xW8!5
1

~11a! S dxW ,xW81
a

6 (
m51

3

@Um~xW ,t !dxW8,xW1m̂

1Um
† ~xW2m̂,t !dxW8,xW2m̂# D .

Repeating the procedureN times gives the resulting fermio
source

cN~xW ,t !5(
xW8

FN~xW ,xW8!c0~xW8,t !. ~20!

The parametersN and a govern the size and shape of th
smearing function. We simulate withN520 and a56.
The propagator,S, is obtained from the smeared source
solving

Mab
ab Sbg

bc 5ca
a , ~21!
05450
e
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for each color, Dirac sourcec, g, respectively, of Eq.~19! via
the bistabilised conjugate gradient algorithm@27#.

In the analysis we use five values ofk, as indicated in
Table I. Extrapolation tomp

2 50 giveskcr50.1300. Figure 1

shows the effective mass plot for theN 3
2

2 state for the fivek
values used as a function of Euclidean time obtained a
performing spin and parity projections on the correlati
functions calculated using the interpolating field in Eq.~5!.
We find a good signal for this state up until time slice
after which the signal is lost in noise. The effective mass
this state exhibits good plateau behavior and a good valu
the covariance-matrix basedx2/NDF is obtained when one
fits in the time fitting window oft510–13~recall, the source
is at t53). Typically, one findsx2/NDF'1 and x2/NDF
,1.5 throughout. After performing spin and parity proje

tions to extract theN 3
2

1 state from the interpolating field in
Eq. ~5!, one finds the effective mass plot to be a little noisi
as shown in Fig. 2. There is, however, sufficient informati
here to extract a mass, and a good value ofx2/NDF is ob-
tained when one fits in the small time fitting window oft
59 –11.

The interpolating field defined in Eq.~5! also has overlap
with spin-12 states of both parities. After performing a spin1

2

projection on the correlation functions, we isolate theN 1
2

1

TABLE I. Masses of thep, N 1
2

6 andN 3
2

6 for several values of
k obtained from the spin-3

2 interpolating field, for the FLIC action
with 4 sweeps of smearing ata50.7. Here the value ofkcr is kcr

50.1300. A string tension analysis providesa50.122(2) fm for
As5440 MeV.

k mpa MN(1/2)1a MN(1/2)2a MN(3/2)1a MN(3/2)2a

0.1260 0.5767~11! 1.102~8! 1.412~13! 1.628~34! 1.410~16!

0.1266 0.5305~12! 1.043~9! 1.369~14! 1.577~38! 1.365~19!

0.1273 0.4712~15! 0.970~13! 1.317~17! 1.510~44! 1.312~24!

0.1279 0.4164~15! 0.905~18! 1.271~21! 1.440~53! 1.264~32!

0.1286 0.3421~18! 0.829~32! 1.220~31! 1.329~74! 1.206~49!

FIG. 1. Effective mass plot for theN 3
2

2 state using the FLIC
action from 392 configurations. The five sets of points corresp
to thek values listed in Table I, withk increasing from top down.
6-5
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and N 1
2

2 states via parity projection and plot the effecti

masses in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. TheN 1
2

1 state suffers
contamination from excited states as seen by the long Eu
ean time evolution required to reach plateau in Fig. 3. A go
value ofx2/NDF is obtained as long as we fit after time slic
12. For this reason, we use time slices 13–16 to obta

mass for theN 1
2

1 state. However, for theN 1
2

2 state, a pla-
teau is seen at early Euclidean times and a good valu
x2/NDF is obtained on time slices 8–11.

The extracted masses of theN 3
2

6 and N 1
2

6 states are
given in Table I and are displayed in Fig. 5 as a function

mp
2 . Earlier results for theN 1

2
6 states using the standar

spin-12 interpolating field@9,13# from Eq. ~6! are also shown
with open symbols in Fig. 5 for reference. It is encourag
to note the agreement between the spin-projected1

2
6 states

obtained from the spin-3
2 interpolating field in Eq.~5! and the

earlier 1
2

6 results from the same gauge field configuratio
To study this agreement more accurately, we consider
ratio of effective masses obtained for each jackknife sub
semble. This provides us with a correlated ratio and we fi
the ratio to be one as at the one standard deviation level

also observe that theN 3
2

2 state has approximately the sam

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for theN 3
2

1 state.

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1, but for theN 1
2

1 state.
05450
d-
d

a

of

f

.
e

n-
d
e

mass as the spin-projectedN 1
2

2 state which is consisten
with the experimentally observed masses. To study this m
difference more accurately, we again calculate the correla
ratio of effective masses obtained after appropriate spin
parity projections. This ratio is found to be one within on

standard deviation. The results for theN 3
2

2 state in Fig. 5

indicate a clear mass splitting between theN 3
2

1 and N 3
2

2

states obtained from the spin-3
2 interpolating field, with a

mass difference around 300 MeV. This is slightly larger th
the experimentally observed mass difference of 200 MeV

Turning now to the isospin-3
2 sector, the effective mas

plot for theD 3
2

1 state using the interpolating field given i
Eq. ~9! is shown in Fig. 6 for the fivek values used. An
excellent signal is clearly visible, and a good value of t

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 1, but for theN 1
2

2 state.

FIG. 5. Masses of the spin projectedN 3
2

2 ~filled triangles!,

N 3
2

1 ~filled inverted triangles!, N 1
2

1 ~filled circles!, and N 1
2

2

~filled squares! states. For comparison, previous results from

direct calculation of theN 1
2

1 ~open circles! and N 1
2

2 ~open
squares! from Ref. @9# are also shown. The empirical values of th

masses of the N 1
2

1(939), N 1
2

2(1535), N 3
2

2(1520) and

N 3
2

1(1720) are shown on the left-hand side at the physical p
mass.
6-6
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covariance-matrix basedx2/NDF is obtained by fitting time
slicest511–14 following the source att53. For the effec-

tive mass of the negative parityD 3
2

2, shown in Fig. 7, the
signal is quite good up to time slice 11–12, but is lost
noise after time slice 12. Time slicest59 –12 provide a fit-
ting window with an acceptable value ofx2/NDF.

The results for theD 3
2

1 and D 3
2

2 masses are shown i

Fig. 8 as a function ofmp
2 . The trend of theD 3

2
1 data points

with decreasingmq is clearly towards theD(1232), although
some nonlinearity withmp

2 is expected near the chiral lim

@28,29#. The mass of theD 3
2

2 lies some 500 MeV above tha
of its parity partner, although with somewhat larger errors
expected from the effective mass plots in Figs. 6 and 7.

After performing a spin projection to extract theD 1
2

6

states, a discernible, but noisy, signal is detected. This i
cates that the interpolating field in Eq.~9! has only a small
overlap with spin-12 states. However, with 392 configuration
we are able to extract a mass for the spin-1

2 states at early
times, shown in Fig. 8. Here we see the larger error b

associated with theD 1
2

6 states. The lowest excitation of th

ground state, namely theD 1
2

2, has a mass;350–400 MeV

above theD 3
2

1, with the D 3
2

2 possibly appearing heavie

The D 1
2

1 state is found to lie;100–200 MeV above these
although the signal becomes weak at smaller quark mas

FIG. 6. Effective mass plot for theD 3
2

1 state using the FLIC
action with 4 sweeps of smearing ata50.7 from 392 configura-
tions. The five sets of points correspond to thek values listed in
Table II, with k increasing from top down.

TABLE II. As in Table I, but for the correspondingD3/21,D3/22,
D1/22 andD1/21 masses.

k MD3/21a MD3/22a MD1/21a MD1/22a

0.1260 1.198~8! 1.469~15! 1.643~109! 1.476~34!

0.1266 1.153~9! 1.429~17! 1.604~107! 1.432~41!

0.1273 1.101~12! 1.385~21! 1.561~106! 1.387~54!

0.1279 1.057~15! 1.353~27! 1.530~109! 1.351~76!

0.1286 1.006~22! 1.331~43! 1.502~119! 1.301~126!
05450
s

i-

rs

es.

This level ordering is consistent with that observed in t
empirical mass spectrum, which is also shown in the figu

The N 1
2

2 and D 1
2

2 states will decay toNp in S wave
even in the quenched approximation@30#. For all quark
masses considered here, with the possible exception of
lightest quark, this decay channel is closed for the nucle
While there may be some spectral strength in the de
mode, we are unable to separate it from the resonant spe
strength.

The N 3
2

1 and D 1
2

1 states will decay toNp in P wave,

while N 3
2

2 and D 3
2

2 states will decay toNp in D wave.
Since the decay products of each of these states must
have equal and opposite momentum and energy given b

E25M21S 2p

aL D 2

,

these states are stable in our calculations.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for theD 3
2

2 state.

FIG. 8. Masses of the spin-projectedD 3
2

6 andD 1
2

6 resonances.

The empirical values of the masses of theD3/21
(1232),

D 3
2

2(1700), D 1
2

2(1620) andD 1
2

1(1910) are shown on the left
hand side at the physical pion mass.
6-7
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented the first results for the spectrum
spin-32 baryons in the isospin-1

2 and 3
2 channels, using a

novel fat link irrelevant clover quark action and anO(a2)
improved gauge action. Clear signals are obtained for b

the spin-projectedN 3
2

6 andN 1
2

6 states from a spin-3
2 inter-

polating field. In particular, the12
6 states are in good agree

ment with earlier simulations of the nucleon mass and
parity partner using the standard spin-1

2 interpolating field.

We find theN 3
2

2 state to lie at a similar energy level to th

N 1
2

2, consistent with experiment. We also find a mass d
ference of;300 MeV between the spin-3

2 , isospin-12 parity
partners, slightly larger than the experimentally observed
ference of 200 MeV.

For isospin-32 baryons, good agreement is found with e
lier calculations for theD ground state, and clear mass spl
tings between the ground state and its parity partner are
served after suitable spin and parity projections. We obta
X.
.

a

ht,

. D

05450
of

th

s

-

f-

-

b-
a

signal for theD 1
2

6 states and the level ordering is consiste
with that observed in the empirical mass spectrum.

It will also be important in future work to consider th
excited states in eachJP channel, in particular the lowes
‘‘Roper-like’’ excitation of the D(1232) ground state. Al-
though this will be more challenging@31#, it may reveal fur-
ther insights about the origin of the inter-quark forces and
nature of the confining potential.
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